Alumni meet in Minneapolis to promote interest in WSC

The first meeting of the Metropolitan Chapter of Winona State College Alumni was held on Jan. 28 in the von der Heyden Hall of Minneapolis. The meeting was open to the entire alumni group and was attended by 70 members.

The purpose of this organization is to provide a means by which Winona Alumni may keep in contact with each other and to afford the interest of Winona State College in the metropolitan area.

Dorrell Brouwer was approved as acting chairman of the group and took charge of the meeting. HONORED GUESTS were Mrs. W. N. J. R. Johnson from the class of 1912 and Amanda Collins from the class of 1913.

President Niles Ilvins and Gene Hyman, Alumni Society President, were introduced and called upon to give short speeches.

SNEA mock interview enlightens '63 grades

Mock interviews to assist the seniors with the future authentic interviews highlighted the January SNEA. These sessions are presented each year with the intent of informing prospective teachers applying for positions the duties and duties of an interview.

Dr. Carroll Hoyt, director of educational public schools in Winonana, posed as the interviewer for the elementary majors and Supervisors to visit. The interviewers pointed out that even though the questions are the same, the answers differ from one another and have a sound answer prepared.

The student should be ready to answer questions about a series of facts to be used, how to handle specific problems, and generally why they are interested in education.

Faculty members present were Dr. and Mrs. J. N. Prystach, Dr. Robert Campbell, athletic director and basketball coach, Dr. Luther McCrea, baseball coach, Mable Mullinick, football coach, Fred Norwood, field representative, Robert McPherson, assistant football and track coach.

The constitution and the steering committee were approved. The steering committee will name the officers to be voted on in the future. A picnic was planned for this summer.

Entertainment was provided by the Rhythm Masters, directed by Fred Heyer.

The meeting was attended by over 150.

Supervisors to visit

More than 100 representatives of Minnesota and Wisconsin schools where WSC students practice teach will be on campus Saturday morning as guests of the Education Division.

A panel will discuss "Improving Student Teaching Experience."

Science open house Feb. 11 for local high school students

An open house for area high school students has been scheduled for Feb. 11 in Pasteur Hall.

The hall and the open house, to stimulate interest in the sciences activities of WSC and inform the students of careers in science.

The open house is sponsored and planned by the Academy of Science.

Rogers Fratums, academy president, said that the open house will be informal. Visitors will be encouraged to observe WSC science students at work in the various laboratory experiments and demonstrations.

Pasteur Hall will be open from 7 to 9 p.m. Parents and the public are encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be served.

Nine workshops scheduled during 2 summer sessions

Nine workshops will be offered during the two-week activities of the summer institute in Pasteur Hall.

"The Challenge of Living in the World" Dr. H. R. Raymond, summer school director, will conduct workshops to interest teachers and students in the areas of chemistry and physics, elementary school mathematics, geography and history, agricultural education, and physical education. These workshops will be offered to the public or county supervisors.

A two-week course in aviation education is being offered to teachers interested in preparing pupils for the challenge of living in the aerospace age.

A PHYSICAL EDUCATION workshop for elementary teachers offering three hours of undergraduate credit will be practical work in teaching in physical education, dance activities, self-testing activities, home mechanics and physical fitness testing.

The seventh camp type conservation workshop at White-water State Park will be offered. Several counties give scholarships for this. The public or county supervisors of pupils will be given a course in the various activities.

BLOOD BANK . . . Louis Czaranski and an unidentified student of the Health Department will be on campus Saturday morning as guests of the education division.

Leon Dedynich announced that the College Club was successful in signing up 130 and Future WSC students for the Blood drive. (Winona News Photo)

WSC Alumni appointed Dean of Western Ill.

Dr. Frederick F. Arntz, a WSC alumni, has accepted the position of Dean of the School of Education at Western Illinois University. He will have the rank of full professor.

After Graduating from Winona State College in 1943, Dr. Arntz did graduate work at the University of Minnesota and received his masters degree in 1947. He received his Doctor of Philosophy from the University of Minnesota in the fall of 1950.

Dr. Arntz is presently the principal of the high school in Redwood City, California.

The theme of Religious Emphasis Week, "Student Responsibility," will be the focus of activities of the week. The theme will be introduced by Dr. John R. Burkhardt, Dr. Burkhardt is Assistant Professor of Systematic Theology at McCormick Theological Seminary in Chicago, Illinois.

Before his appointment to the McCormick faculty, Dr. Burkhardt was a lecturer in the department of Religion at the University of Southern California.

In 1957, he was named Director of the Westminster Foundation of Southern California. He was appointed as chaplain in the United States Air Force in 1952-1953.

The Science Foundation will sponsor the summer institute in the areas of chemistry and physics, elementary school mathematics, geography and history, agricultural education, and physical education. These workshops will be offered to the public or county supervisors.

A two-week course in aviation education is being offered to teachers interested in preparing pupils for the challenge of living in the aerospace age.

A PHYSICAL EDUCATION workshop for elementary teachers offering three hours of undergraduate credit will be practical work in teaching in physical education, dance activities, self-testing activities, home mechanics and physical fitness testing.

The seventh camp type conservation workshop at White-water State Park will be offered. Several counties give scholarships for this. The public or county supervisors of pupils will be given a course in the various activities.

BLOOD BANK . . . Louis Czaranski and an unidentified student of the Health Department will be on campus Saturday morning as guests of the education division.

Leon Dedynich announced that the College Club was successful in signing up 130 and Future WSC students for the Blood drive. (Winona News Photo)
Complaints order of day in freezing Minnesota winter

by Sharon Allen

The window area provides a filter for the light to a conversation room or as a standard approach for small talk.

As of late, grounds for discussion of this topic are quite legitimate, and complaints are as equal in order.

UNFORTUNATELY, the most we can do about the situation is complain and at the same time dress accordingly. Which brings me to two important points.

First, keep this sub-zero weather in mind when considering a contract. California would lose so enlightening about now.

Recently, the college attempted to enforce a dress code for its students. I think most of you are aware of the fact that the rules are not strictly enforced or observed. Generally speaking, however, the calendar of dress is to be commendable.

THE QUESTION arises now (to be continued in weather again), do climatic conditions provide exceptions to the dress code rules? It has been suggested that none use their own discussion in this matter.

If the healing conditions in the classroom have any bearing on your decision, we must consider the liberty of violating a few rules.

I would like to take this opportunity to recommend referring to that novel little red door.

Out of curiosity, did all of you graduate students sign up for the Red Cross blood bank.

UNIQUENESS AND originality are difficult attributes to obtain however. Sometimes we find ourselves sitting in the Smog wasting time for class and sometimes to do between classes. For a bit of diversion take a walk around the building, there is always something new to observe.

Perhaps this has been around for the last few centuries (not referring here to the cracks in the building), but people have had it in your burned plane to the Smog or out the front door.

By way of suggestion, may I refer you to that little red box on the second floor, which is still standing in the face of recognition and a few suggestions.

Let us be nothing more than4 on the matter of hearts and candy and birthday cakes.

If the nature of the letter is such that publication would cause undue hardship, the editors will not print the name, as we have done in this case.

This will be at the discretion of the Winonan. Again, all letters must be signed when received by us.

February 2 The Great Ground Hog emerges from his winter's hibernation to see whether or not the long winter will be ended.

THE PRESENT Great Ground Hog is retiring after 120 years of directing the coming spring. His successor will be chosen this winter at the annual convention of the Great Ground Hogs of America.

In a recent interview the Great Ground Hog has asked how the recent winters compared with the winters of the past.

"THIS PAST winter was pretty bad, but I can remember the year of '94 when it was so cold that my shadow was frozen to the ground. When I crawled out of the hole and held my nose down I couldn't get the breath.

"Then in the winter of '94, the snow was so deep that I couldn't dig my way to the surface of the ground. When I crawled out of the hole and held my nose down I couldn't get the breath.

"But the most difficult was the year of 1896, when I couldn't even breathe."

"I understand that you have a lot of snow this winter."

"Yes, Mr. Ground Hog."

"That's exactly what I'm afraid of."

"I think you're right."

"Just stay inside and watch the snow fall."

"I agree."

"Great Ground Hog bows out tomorrow"

By James Schmidt

In recent months the border of China and India has erupted into a major trouble spot.

IJAS BAI-TUNAS, a member of the faculty, and Safdar Husain, a graduate student and member of the faculty at the College of St. Terren, both have definite opinions of the difficulty in this area of the world.

Hindin had this comment on the border dispute between his native India and China, "I think China has attacked India, for several reasons. First, India is a powerful democratic country of Asia, China by superior forces wanted to show the world they were the number one power in Asia.

Also after India gained her independence the economic condi-
Coach Davies locates trophy in passageway

Jim Schults:

One bright sunny day a short time ago, Coach Dick Papenfus and I were working together in the WSC campus, Coach Jim Davies was guarding the in- ner sanctum of the deep, dark tunnel. "I found a beautiful sculptured bust of an Indian warrior," he says. "I gave it to Coach Campbell." Davies originally Photo-Winona.

Who got guns?... Coach Jim Davies is the lucky recipient of guns, the traveling trophy. Dr. Bob Campbell, who has guns for the pervious two weeks, happily gave guns to Campbell. (Wiseman Photo)
'West Side Story' casting completed; plays Apr. 1-3

The cast for "West Side Story," to be presented April 1, 2 and 3 has been announced.

PLAYING LEAD roles will be Mike Jacobsen as Riff; John Zappala, Tony; John Speckler, Action; Bob Hill, Anita; Ron Appel, Bernardo; Richard Chance, Riffel; Elizabeth Gushue, Maria; Linda Johnson, Anita; and Mickey Higgins, Chino.

OTHER MEMBERS of the cast are George Borch, Nancy Rhoades, Ron Dedrick, Dennis Gehaib, Glen Houghton, Dan Wozniak, Jacoby, Harry Gertich, James Fogliadosi, Barbara Benen-s, Carolee Greenwald, Carolyn Rudolf, Carolyn Anderson, and Borgie Long.

MEMBERS of the "sharks" are Paul Callahan, Jon Koczwowski, Thomas O'Meara, Albert Brunner, Thomas Doer, Lee Atanas, Rollin Wurzow, Mark Hartke, Paul Collins, Sandra Wurzwoh, Dan Hrovat, Kathy Linsdor, Jenny Iveson, Alin Weil, Sandra Gritzner, Marsha Daily, Pat Powell, Dane Whulan, and Phyllis Winger.

MUSICAL DIRECTION and conductor is Raymond McClur, in charge of 25 5-piece and instrumental ensembles.

This is an attempt to end the marvelous naval battle of the world.

Maria; Linda Johnson, Anita; and Mickey Higgins, Chino.

This was not recognized by China but they didn't have enough force to challenge the British.

"ALL THAT CHINA again is peaceful is proof that the Indians who invaded the McMahon Line in Nov. 1959 to as Nehru said, kick the Chinese out of the sacred homeland."

"Pakistan's major 'intended' that the war was started by India de- liberately to gain from it."

"This race has created a kind of imbalance in the military powers of the Indo-Pakistan subconti- nent."

"THE EXISTENCE of Pakistan, a country of non-Hindus, on the Indian subcontinent limits the Hindu vision of the sacred homeland of 'Vishal Bharat.'"

This nationalistic Hindu ap- proach conflicts against the Moslem nationalistic approach in Pak- istan.

"Evidence of this is that India's foreign policy is to take over and get full control of formed independent ter- ritories like Hyderabad and Jana- than, theinions of Kathmandu is, it is not 76 4% Moslem and is yet an- other example of Hindu attempts to get 'Vishal Bharat.'<"

"KARACHI was ruled by a Hind- u king when British India was partitioned in 1947. The local lords were supposed to join either ter- ritory according to the wishes of the people."

"The Hindu king preferred to join India ruling out the majority of Moslems."

"In a revolt which followed the Indian Army invaded Kathmandu. The United Nations intervened and a plebiscite was to be held. Indi- ans rejected the plebiscite in 1956 and proclaimed Kashmir part of India."

This is the major dispute be- tween India and Pakistan over Kashmir. The rivers of West Paki- stan go through Kashmir."

"DRAO's point of view is that the vil- lagers were too weak to settle."

"Tam ride the rivers in the sacred homeland."

"Pakistan accepted and feels that she has been alive, so she struck the lizard and threw it down toward the river."

The closing date on these scholar- ships will be April 1.

The citation of the winner is to screen applicants for the academic and citizenship deficiencies, health and emotional disturbances.

"Since then they negotiated with each other and agreed to a cease- fire on Teacher Ed."

"An eleven and one-half foot snake was found along the railroad tracks near Alma, Wisconsin."

"It was dead when found but somehow reached the office of the Upper Mississippi River Wild Life Refugio in Winona."

"China challenged the McMahon Line first in 1957-58 and temporarily occupied a portion of the Himalayan Mountains along the line."

"Since then they negotiated with India for a peaceful settlement of the border."

"IT IS ALSO good to remind that it is the Indians who invaded the McMahon Line in Nov. 1959 to as Nehru said, kick the Chinese out of the sacred homeland."

"Pakistan's major 'intended' that the war was started by India de- liberately to gain from it."

"This race has created a kind of imbalance in the military powers of the Indo-Pakistan subconti- nent."

"THE EXISTENCE of Pakistan, a country of non-Hindus, on the Indian subcontinent limits the Hindu vision of the sacred homeland of 'Vishal Bharat.'"

"This nationalistic Hindu ap- proach conflicts against the Moslem nationalistic approach in Pak- istan."

"Evidence of this is that India's foreign policy is to take over and get full control of formed independent ter- ritories like Hyderabad and Jana- than, theinions of Kathmandu is, it is not 76 4% Moslem and is yet an- other example of Hindu attempts to get 'Vishal Bharat.'"

"KARACHI was ruled by a Hind- u king when British India was partitioned in 1947. The local lords were supposed to join either ter- ritory according to the wishes of the people."

"The Hindu king preferred to join India ruling out the majority of Moslems."

"In a revolt which followed the Indian Army invaded Kathmandu. The United Nations intervened and a plebiscite was to be held. Indi- ans rejected the plebiscite in 1956 and proclaimed Kashmir part of India."

The purpose of the committee is to screen applicants for the teaching program.

APPLICATIONS are filed dur- ing June and July by students who are reviewed for such things as aca- demic and citizenship deficiencies, speech defects and unsatisfactory health and emotional disturbances. Permanent residence in the state is required to apply for this program. The purpose of the committee is to screen applicants for the teaching program.

"SPECIAL representatives from designated fields have been ap- pointed: they are: Dr. M. C. Wi- dul, Dr. George Christensen, Kath- rine Danslay, Ralph Bohlke, Ju- whep Khan, Dr. L. A. McCown, Mrs. Margaret Brownning and M. L. Mariner."